ROCKET LAUNCHING AREA IN THE CRETAN SEA

Further to SN/Circ.39 of 24 August 1967, the attached Notice to Mariners and chartlet is communicated to Member Governments for their information at the request of the Royal Hellenic Government.

Encl. 1

22 Berners Street,
Advance the areas noted for the launching and recovery of the guided missile (bombs) of a relatively small size (they measure wide), are situated in the vicinity of Soulios Bay (outer Bay), the first between Pelamoupolis Islet and Akra (Cape) Tourkaki - and the second between Kalives village and Tiganis bay.

The above areas for missile launching as well as for target collection are in force by Hellenic Wern periodic, and as a rule, every Thursday, Friday and Saturday, at hours fixed by it, during which they are looked out.

C.—A diagram showing the above areas is attached herewith.

Athens, 19—9—1968.